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The emergence of platforms [will be] the 
organizing driver of value creation, 
supplanting the dominance that products 
(and services) have long played. Entire 
ecosystems that include physical products 
and real-world experiences can be 
constructed on these platforms.
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https://smile.amazon.com/Machine-Platform-Crowd-Harnessing-Digital/dp/0393254291/


Platforms are getting a new look
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Platforms are a means of 
leveraging outside minds 

and assets to greatly expand 
the options available to a 

company from what is 
possible on it’s own.

Despite the wide variety and 
many variations of 

platforms, there are basic 
principles and architectural 
characteristics that underly 

all of them.

An understanding of the 
fundamental characteristics 

of platforms makes it 
possible to turn strategic 

product and service 
opportunities into more 

valuable platforms.

All companies aspire to 
create platforms but often 
lack the tools and methods 
needed to build them. New 

platform models and 
approaches can help.
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“Platforms help make resources and 
participants more accessible to each other 
on an as-needed basis. They can be 
powerful catalysts for rich ecosystems of 
resources and participants.”

“Platforms coordinate resources without 
any one entity being in control”

“Platforms orchestrate complex ecosystems 
extending across multiple sectors without 
borders. Naturally harness network effects.”

“Platforms lower transaction costs in 
complex business ecosystems”

“Platforms allow multiple players to 
contribute complimentary resources and 
capabilities that would not otherwise be 

available or be too hard to use”

“Platforms allow multiple entities to create 
multiple solutions no one company could 

think of or have the resources to do 
themselves using a common foundation and 

infrastructure”

Platforms reduce the marginal cost of 
access, reproduction, and distribution.



Two Large Platforms
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Dow Polyethylene Apple App Store

1939 Undersea Cable Coating 2008 500 Apps

These two examples illustrate the wide range of platforms that are possible 

2018
› >2M Products

› >$10B Revenue
2018

› >2M Apps

› >$10B Revenue (Apple’s cut)



An Increasing Problem: The Ecosystem – Organization Mismatch
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More players, 
more complex

Ecosystem

Changing at a 
faster pace

Serve existing 
customers

Organization

Execute  3-5 
year strategy

Rapidly changing complex ecosystem of demands and 
designs driven by technological, individual and PESTEL forces

Slowly changing organizational structure and behavior with 
established offerings, lines-of-business, business units and divisions
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Solution

Enable others to do things you 
can’t do, don’t want to do or 
haven’t thought of doing

Pace 
Of

Change

Move faster to adapt and 
expand while maintaining 

core business

A single company, by itself, 
has difficulty managing the 
complexity of modern 
business ecosystems.

Platforms are a way to 
address this problem in a 
distributed, decentralized 
manner.

More interconnected 
and digital

Operate Efficiently



The Platform Solution
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Despite the wide variety and many variations of platforms, there are basic principles and architectural 
characteristics that underly all of them.

Platform architectures are modularizations of 
complex systems in which certain components (the 
platform itself) remain stable, while others (the 
complements) are encouraged to vary in cross-
section or over time. Among the most stable 
elements in a platform architecture are the modular 
interfaces that mediate between the platform and its 
complements. These interfaces are even more stable 
than the interior core of the platform, thus control 
over the interfaces amounts to control over the 
platform and its evolution.*

Enables the creation and evolution of assets and actors 
that expand the universe of platform usage and influence.

Contains a set of persistent interfaces that enable 
coordination among actors, access to complementary 
assets and enforcement of rules the platform participants 
must follow.

Contains a means to manage and coordinate a complex 
ecosystem of interacting actors and assets (these are the 
complements referred to).

* From The Architecture of Platforms: A Unified View ; Harvard Business School Working Paper 09-034; 2008

https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication Files/09-034_149607b7-2b95-4316-b4b6-1df66dd34e83.pdf


The Platform Solution
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Offerings Channels Markets

Physical (Atoms) Digital (Bits)

Actors (Adopters)

Solutions & Businesses

Assets (Output)

Actors (Creators)

Interfaces (Rules)

Actors (Providers)

Assets (Input)

Technologies



Platform Architecture

Assets – The complementary physical (atoms)and digital (bits) that the platform 

coordinates access to. The various forms of capabilities and tools that are made available 

to the platform actors.

Technology – physical (atoms) and digital (bits) used to design and build solutions

Solution – products and services that are adopted and used

Business – functioning businesses built around solutions

Actors – The individuals, organizations, or communities that use the platform to provide 

assets, create offerings or use offerings created by others.

Providers – actors who contribute assets that the platform manages and controls

Creators – actors who build things from the assets the platform provides

Adopters – actors who buy and use the things that are built from the platform

Interfaces – The exchanges between actors that are enabled and controlled by the 

platform. The governance of how actors behave and assets are used.

Transactions – the means and type of value exchange between actors

Protocols – the ways in which assets interact with each other and with actors

Information – The ways in which actors can see how the platform is functioning
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Platform Assets – Three Levels of Complexity and Sophistication
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Solution (Experiences) – The platform demand architecture that determines 

how the platform facilitates needs and desires to be communicated and 

satisfied. How potential adopters with different demands determine the 

availability of a solution that meets their demand or, if that is not possible, 

communicate their demand to potential solution designers.

Technology (Effects)– The platform design architecture that determines how the 

platform facilitates the creation of new solutions by their designer community. 

How complementary assets are made available to solution creators. How 

solution designs are enabled and constrained.

Business (Ecosystem) – The platform business architecture that determines how 

the platform facilitates commerce, the economic transaction as well as the 
sale, production, delivery, and support of solutions. 



Expand the Platform into the Future
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Instructions

Start with an existing 
opportunity definition

For each of the three 
dimensions in turn

› Answer the three questions 
along a timeline from now 
through 10 years

› Get broader and more 
speculative as you go out



Example*
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Skin 
μBiome 
Product 

Product Offering

A new-to-world product 
application based on the 

company’s existing 
technology base that 

expands an existing business 

Business Platform

Healthy 
Surface 

Platform

*Details of this example have been altered to protect proprietary information

Create new businesses 
with market and channel 

partners

Expand 
technology 
assets with new 
microbes and 
complementary 
materials

Create new 
demand for 

healthy surface 
treatments

A new business and business 
model that expands the 

company’s technology base 
to create new markets using 

outside business partners



Digital Activation of Platforms
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Qualification and provisioning of 
service providers

Marketplace of integrated solutions, 
components and applications

Marketplace of application services

Qualification and integration of new 
asset providers

Intelligent support of application 
engineering and solution creation

Simple adopter interface to hide the 
complexity of supply ecosystem



The Inovo Group
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For more information, check out the platform 
content on our website, or drop Larry a line.

With Inovo as collaboration 
partner and guide, clients 
transform their offerings, 
cultures and innovation 
capabilities.

Larry Schmitt
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan
P: +1 (734) 604-3887
E: lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

https://www.theinovogroup.com/build-platforms/
mailto:lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

